QUEEN’S INVITATIONAL TECHNICAL BULLETIN/NOTES:
Substitutions must be identified by 7:30 am the day of competition, at the time of registration.
Planned Program Sheets for Freeskate Events and the Open Short Dance must be submitted at the time of
registration.
Scheduling of events has occurred in consideration of the availability of technical panel and officials’
availability
Live Scoring and announcing of scores will not occur at the event. Scoring will be conducted by manual entry
with results posted.
Reports cards will be available at the registration table at the time of posting of results
Where skaters are entered in more than one event and events are scheduled in close proximity, consideration
has been provided for in the draws for the respective events.
Unfortunately only one dance, as identified in the schedule, in each dance category will be skated given the
time constraints of the Queen’s ice booking. Two more hours of ice would have been required in order for
two dances of each category to be skated.
With the adoption of ISU music rotation of competition music rules to OUA Skating Competitions please note
that skaters/teams will warm up to Tune 6 of the ISU selections for each Dance. For competition,
skaters/teams will compete tunes 1-5 according to their corresponding start order. For example, Skater/Team
1 will compete to Tune 1, Skater/Team 2 will compete to Tune 2 and so on, repeating the order once Tune 5
has been used.
A Points board will be maintained in the public concourse and updated regularly throughout the day.
Protests must occur in writing within 30 minutes of the posting of results. Protest rulings and procedures will
be consistent with Skate Canada Protest Policy. However, protests must occur in writing within 30 minutes of
the posting of results rather than the usual 60 minutes (OUA Policy).
Please bring any questions requiring clarifications of calls or other inquiries to the attention of the tech
representative. The officials have very limited breaks and we will do the utmost to provide clarification at the
event or through email correspondence following the event. If you have any further questions, please feel free
to contact me.
Rhonda Vanderveen,
Technical Representative
rhondavanderveen@gmail.com

